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April 10, 59 a.H.

OUR RAELIAN PLANET HAD A
B EAUTIFUL FIRST SUNDA Y O F APRIL
A video showing some of the gatherings is already posted on www.raelianews.org thanks
to James from RVP Japan J …. Remember to send him your footage as quickly as done!

EUROPE
In London

By Eric Bolou, guide

For the first Sunday of April in London (UK), 21 Raelians
including 2 new people gathered on Saturday for a Raelian
weekend, which was filled with the teachings of our very
knowledgeable and inspirational National Guide, Glenn
Carter, assisted by the extraordinary Alexandra, and our
wonderful and sensual Bishop Laralight. Some new colours
expressed themselves as well …J A meditation was led by
Emma, a new Raelian who made us fly with her sensual
voice. A discovery from Asia…Japanese Tea Ceremony
performed by ‘Tea ceremony master’ Saori, made us
discover the wonder of contemplation. Dean, who had a
presentation on the ‘laws of morality,’ and another one on ‘
the 7 deadly sins of intolerance‘ from the Gandhi foundation,
finished his presentation by singing ‘ Imagine’ by John
Lennon. What an emotion!!! And the wonderful Anthony
Grey shared his view on love with us. We all finished by hugging ourselves … J
Thanks to RVP, we benefited from the latest interviews of Our Beloved Prophet, RAEL,
who created so many connections in our brains, strengthened the bonds between us and
made us feel so close to all Raelians around the world, to Our Beloved Prophet, and to the
ELOHIM. It was also a taste of the forthcoming summer seminar in Europe for us.
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On Sunday, 10 more people came to join the celebration; we were 31 including 4 new
people, 3 of whom had their cellular code transmitted J. This feast was yet again
another success.

Martin who discovered the Messages a few years ago by receiving a leaflet on a ferry
toilet, where he was working, had always hoped to meet the person who gave him the
messages once again. As it happens, they both met again in a toilet :-), in between
teaching sessions during the First Sunday of April... What an emotion for Martin to meet
Mike who helped him discover the truth about our origin....
By the way, a gentleman who came to our monthly meeting 2 weeks ago mentioned that
he received a flyer a couple of years ago. While tidying up his room recently, he found the
leaflet that he had kept in his philosophical drawer and decided to come to meet us J…
Who was the Raelian who gave him the flyer? Answer in a couple of years… maybe J
Give out leaflets!!! We never know when it will click in a person’s mind!!
A few Sundays before the whole team went on a street diffusion… Lara tells us:
Many in our team have never been to a big manifestation or diffusion like we had in Rome
in December to face the Lions, Tigers and Bears so to speak:-))) But on that Sunday we
decided to all go together. We had the ideal spot to go which was "Speakers Corner" in
Hyde Park. Yes, for those who know this place, we went straight to the Lions Den, he he...
It is a place where any kind of religious group, political group, or even someone
just wanting to be heard can stand along a 200-meter wide pathway on a stool
or bench and GO FOR IT.... Most are Christian, Muslim and Jewish radicals as well as the
odd Patriotic American holding their US flag and praising Bush...eeek...
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We arrived, 15 Raelians each holding a 2-foot
Balloon with the text, "Science Replaces
Religion", " Make Love Not War", "Don't Worry Be
Happy," etc. And of course, the rael.org web
address was on all of them :-) We had one 4- ft
balloon for the biggest person, a new member
with, "There is NO God”! We also had red stop
signs plastered on our backs and fronts with
"There is No GOD, rael.org" just to push the extra
bit:-)
A new member came up with the fabulous idea of
having Fortune Cookies made with the Web address inside and to give them to people
making it easier for them to take the leaflets, as everyone loves a free cookie, and we
gave 200 away:-))) and of course we had 2,000 leaflets with There is No God and all they
needed to know to follow:-)
Yes, with all this ammunition of Revolution, Kindness, Joy and Love we entered the Den,
ha ha. Within a few minutes of arriving, people came to us and began the inquiries.... I
was disguised as a Tibetan Monk/Alien holding a little bell who just moved through the
crowd observing and feeling the reactions, he he! Within 10 minutes I could see all 15
balloons dispersed among the Crowd and each surrounded by numerous people wanting
answers as to how there can be No God. Comments such as, "Convince me," "Prove to
me," "Show me," were heard. We also heard a lot of comments that we where sent by the
devil and to stay away... (If only they knew we Love Satan, Lucifer and Yahweh!) We
joined together a few times in a group and one member spoke out to the crowd as to
what we were all about.... We
had many photos taken by
tourists and the children loved
us (free cookies and a mascot
too, yippy!)
After about 2 hours of non-stop
interaction with the people we
had disturbed and those truly
interested, we took off through
the park to venture our Light in
other Places.
We spent another 2 hours
shining on those we passed in
the park with our Bells, Drums
and smiles leading the rhythm
and again ending our time back at Speakers Corner. It was a day that stimulated a lot of
excitement within the entire team and a desire to want more of these kinds of moments in
our Lives, to be Together to Shine the Light of Our Fathers from Space Here and Now on
Earth. What a Privilege to know the Truth, to feel such Freedom and Love and to be able
to pass it on and on and on...
Come join us anytime for some Adventure in the UK:-))
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In Berlin
By Bettina, National Guide

Our gathering for the first Sunday of April
took place in Berlin, with three days of
meditation and fun. Our group of 12
enjoyed the lakes and the sun and
welcomed a new Raelian brother who had
his cellular plan transmission made in the
castle of Köpenik, a beautiful little town
which is now part of Berlin, an amazing and
growing city waiting for us to discover it
and all the Raelian brothers and sisters who
do not yet know about the messages!

In Italy

Par Carlo Nanni - Italie

What a wonderful taste it was for us Italian
Raelians, these two days gathering on the first
Sunday of April. We chose the maritime town of
Riccione, near Rimini, to celebrate and a
splendid spring sun welcomed us. We were
about 80 around our national guide and all our
guides gave us special attention through their
wisdom and love, from Saturday to Sunday.
The program included a great exposè on crop
circles from Gianluca Russotto, given the
success of the lectures in the northwest of Italy
and the coming of the good season: what new
surprise is in store from our creators? We then
had moments of meditation, teaching, joy, hapiness and fun... what a contrast to the
millions of people in the world crying over the death of the Usurper from Rome: all of
them but us who were too busy laughing! What will happen to Ezahel imitations? He will
surely have an other model to play with soon!
Sunday morning after the presentation of our next seminar in Spain and an intense
telepathic contact with our creators, the hour for the Transmission was coming. One of
the newcomers decided to unite with our family... Marco’s words must have touched his
counsciouness: welcome Sergio! (in the middle of the picture, surrounded by almost all
the Italian guides... Shirley had an emergency ;) )
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OCEANIA
In New Zealand
By Mark Woodgate, national guide

What a FANTASTIC mini
festival we just had in New
Zealand! Thank you to our
Continental
Guide,
JeanFrançois Aymonier and his
partner Nora Kerrache for
traveling from Australia to be
with us.
Just
prior
to
the mini
seminar we held our lecture,
“Crop Circles- The Suppressed
Evidence.” 80 people were
present - an excellent turnout!
Jean-François delivered an
inspiring lecture - one filled
with emotional intensity. 7 books were sold and 18 people want to keep in touch and
receive our monthly newsletter. We also welcomed 2 lecture attendees, Jacinda and
Daniel, to our weekend mini seminar!
The location of the NZ mini seminar was literally breathtaking. The 3-story, 5-bedroom
house was situated on the beachfront in Papamoa in the heart of the beautiful Bay of
Plenty. What’s more, we were treated to perfect sunny weather for the entire weekend. In
between the teachings delivered by Jean-François, we relaxed on the beach, swam and
some of us even tried boogey boarding!
Saturday night we had a beautiful sensual meal and we played and laughed together.
On Sunday we celebrated the anniversary of the 1st Sunday of April. How wonderful it was
to be together and experience the teachings of the Elohim in this beautiful paradise.
It is highly probable we will have a mini seminar at this venue again - I hope you will join
us!

In Tahiti

By Pete, guide responsible for contact with indigenous people

On Sunday we gathered at a most beautiful beach to celebrate the day of transmission
with love, happiness and an abundance of great food. All told, 25 people came from far
and near to join in with the festivities. Within the group we had people who understand
the messages very well and recognize our adorable creators the ELOHIM love,love :) and
are part of the committed and growing team here in Moorea. Also there were a number of
beautiful people that have read the messages and investigated the movement and feel
attracted and sympathetic to the RAELian philosophy and teachings. All in all a great
gathering of conscious and beautiful people who shared this special day together in love
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and harmony. There were no transmissions performed but much telepathic love was sent
to out creators.
On Thursday of last week the Moreain RAELian team spent a beautiful morning diffusing in
the gardens of a shopping center with great response from the public. We were all
dressed in white with our two gorgeous angels Emilie and Zabou dressed as "ANGELS"
and believe me the sight was one of beauty to behold. We had a wonderfully decorated
table with information and we were giving away gifts of love hearts with special messages
on them and also some containing condoms - much to the joy and surprise of the public.
This action was perfectly timed with the start of a 3-day awareness campaign put on by
local organizations to teach the public about the importance of understanding the risks
involved with AIDS and unprotected sex. This is a big challenge in a country that has
suffered and been heavily influenced by the "blindness" of church-driven Christianity.
I also want to inform you of a great meeting I had with a very important and beautiful
indigenous Tahitian man named Clement Pito. Clement is 47 years old and a very
respected member of the indigenous community who has been actively fighting for
independence of the Tahitian people for over 20 years, and we both enjoyed a great
connection with each other right from the start. He is building an outrigger sailing boat
that, when finished, he will sail to Hawaii and meet up with Kai to discuss the
independence of the Polynesian people.
We had many things in common and after a couple of hours discussing sailing and his
adventures etc., "a time I feel he was using to judge my character and honesty", he really
opened up and we went to his home to discuss the independence movement here and in
Australia. I presented him with the "Messages" and he was very happy to receive them
and said that he would definitely read the book with interest. He told me of many things
concerning the independence struggle here in French Polynesia and how Christianity has
damaged the Polynesian people in a very big way. He was very excited about all I had to
say and how RAEL is encouraging indigenous people to regain independence etc. Clement
is an elder of the Tahitian people and is married to the princess of the original indigenous
Tahitian royal family who can trace their blood line back to the first royal Tahitian and
their connection with the start people. His son who is now 15 is being sent to London,
England to study politics and law and is by birth meant to be the next King of the Tahitian
people. So everything happens for a reason :) :) and, understandably, the French
government here is very nervous about what is happening.

Africa
A word from Tai the continental guide:
Africa has a new level 4: Antonio Sergio Borges de Azevedo. Antonio
was named at the end of the mini gathering in Congo. The 73
persons who were there had the joy to witness the nomination and
intronisation of Antonio who is now the first national guide of Angola,
a country that occupies a strategic position and where we have a lot of
sympathizers...great hope ahead.
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Thank you to Jacques Aizac from France and to the members of the American team
among whom David Uzal from Brazil as well as those from Congo for their multiple
assistance to Antonio.

In Congo
By Gonnard, guide from Pointe Noire

Wednesday the 30th of March 59, the Nlongi Uriel gave a public lecture that attracted 92
people. The theme for the lecture was: « Africa wake up: Is a black Christian a traitor in
the memory of his colonized ancestors? » It was the opportunity to present Uriel’s book on
African land. Uriel’s verb was so powerful that 17 books were sold at the end of the
lecture and the quasi totality of the buyers asked for an autograph. The representative of
the Prefect of the Department, who used to be the Director of Culture, bought a book and
confessed that he would keep it preciously in his private collection. Representatives of
other religions working on waking up the black people took part in the lecture, especially
the Religion Bundu dia Kongo from the old kingdom of Congo that says that the black
people come from extraterrestrials.
The next day, the 31st of March 59 a.H., we went away from the city and went to the
University of Longo located a dozen Kilometers from Pointe Noir. We participated in a
national seminar from the 31st of March to the 4th April of March 59 a.H. with the theme
“ The contribution of the African woman in the spiritual desalinization of Africa ». Mariam
Banemanie was there, from Burkina and 70 other Raelians from Congo. Some drove as
much as 700km (Ouessi and Ollombo) to come!
The powerful teachings, the shining and the humility of Uriel marked all the participants.
Mariam told us the significance of her little name « Banemanie = the one that we
imitate » marked us as a model of femininity and simplicity (here on the picture)
We also found the atmosphere of Elohika with the beauty of the landscape the quietness
of the place and the welcoming of the Atlantic Ocean on top of it.
We could enjoy the teaching and the meditations under the sky near the ocean. Raelians
expressed their talent with dances, songs, jokes and football matches. Jerome sang for
the future of Africa.
On Sunday the 3d of April 59 a.H., all the Raelians went on the beach under the
eucalyptus to assist to the ceremony. Our beloved prophet intronised Mariam Banemanie
from a distance at 3pm as a bishop; Mariam and Jerome intronised Judicaelle and
Gonnard as guides priest. The caress of the wind on the leaves and on the Raelians
strength the harmony, the serenity, the religiosity that emanated from this place.

In an exceptional moment, a new sympathizer came from Angola, Antonio de AZEVEDO,
and was immediately intronized as a guide priest and national guide of his country. He
marked the participants with his shining, his simplicity and his permanent smile. He speaks
Portuguese very well (the official language of Angola) English and French quite well as
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well. Thank you to Jaques Aizac who allowed finding this diamond and who already has a
team of 25 people in Luanda on which he can count.
The Elohim officially recognizes 10 persons as our fathers the creators and a Raelian
wedding was celebrate by Uriel. They are 2 Raelians who met in this same place a year
ago and decided to make their love official in front of the Elohim.
We want to thank Mariam and Uriel for accepting our invitation to give an international
coloration to this seminar. We specially thank Jerome, the national guide for this impulse
he just gave to our region in Congo.

In Ivory Coast

We didn’t receive news from our national guide Djoss but our press service found an
article that gave us an idea of the actions placed in Ivory Coast where Raelians are
respected actors of the social and political life.
http://fr.allafrica.com/stories/200504070669.html
Renaud Djatchi
The Ivory Coast Raelian Movement organized a public lecture in the Delafosse room of the
hotel of the Plateau District this last Friday the 1st of April. Chrisostome Djoussouvi, his
national guide, hosted it. « The role of the region in a process of peace » was the theme
of this lecture.
For Djoussouvi Chrisostome, the objective was through this lecture to call on the men of
god on the crisis situation in Ivory Coast, because the crisis keeps on going and puts every
one in a situation of despair. It is why it is more than necessary that every region brings
its faithful and its sympathizers to reunite with the religious practice and the observation
of the commandments. Because religion must teach us to be gracious in our
communication, elegant in our thoughts and generous with love. « Our own change has
greater consequences than we imagine for a simple reason: if we change, we change the
world. If we want to reestablish an order in our country, we must first reestablish an order
within ourselves and religion is the teaching that we need to achieve it. » he added.
Because for the spokesman, religion teaches us the values of humility, forgiveness,
compassion, equity, honesty, and generosity. And we must use all this to bring peace back
in our country.
As well, M Djoussouvi Chrisostome wished the dechristianisme and the deislamisme of the
functioning of the republic by allowing Christians and Muslims to create their own
television and radio, so that the show times that are used by them now on the state
channels be given to new minority religions who have few means for expression but great
values to teach. He also wished that all the confessions launched a true reconciliation
campaign that passes by an interethnic national reconciliation Forum in a spirit of true
humility and forgiveness.

MOYEN ORIENT
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En Jordanie
by Joce Blottiere, assistant of continental guide

All those who were among us during this mini seminar in Jordania in October 58 a.H.
didn’t forget this magic that made our Jordanian brothers exceptional beings with a very
particular color. Once more, they charmed us and wrapped us with love...they are young,
dynamic, true.
Our passing by was an event that they were impatiently expecting for months and the
immense respect they show to their continental guide is very touching... They haven’t had
the chance to have been to seminars or to have met our Prophet but they nevertheless
give us the feeling of having been long time Raelians, so great is their consciousness and
devotion.
Samer was intronised national guide for Jordania; he made us think of Marcus (in front of
the picture on the left) He is calm with eyes full of love and he is very brilliant… There are
as well Ophiel and Jamal level 3 who are as fantastic, and Mohamed, who at 19 years old,
is level 2. The group supports their leader and work together in perfect harmony. But
where are the women in the Middle East? …13 transmissions, and only men…
It is quite a youth that brings us freshness in the Arabic peninsula… from Liban to
Jordania passing by Syria they are all young, enthused with heads filled with ideas and
this fountain of youth carries in its track a revolutionary wind. And it is quite special to
cross deserts where there are only camels, Bedouins and oasis to land in Petra and
discover 4 diamonds…and if we were not Raelians we would never had the privilege to
meet…
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Thank You my Prophet d’Amour who knows so well how to unite us and perfumes us with
love. Elohim I love you… I love all human beings as my brothers.

In Turkey

By Yves Barathieu from the United Arabic Emirats

Do you remember the media wave in Turkey last winter following the first lecture and the
first mini seminar given by Leon Mellule in Istanbul last October? The many sexy Raelians
who came from Europe particularly inspired the journalist who came to infiltrate us. - to
call us sex obsessed of course! - which attracted a lot of young men to our website
rael.org for sure, which saw a record number of books downloaded (more than 10,000).
The avalanche of emails to turkey@rael.org reduced the number of hours of sleep for
Guner, the responsible for this country.
He did an immense follow-up from London via the Internet (including the collection of info
of new members and invitations), but he couldn’t travel to meet with them... The harvest
day was finally there for 4 travelers who couldn’t speak a word of Turkish! With the help
of the most motivated newcomers (some of whom spoke great English) we could move 12
persons in a first, a second and a third hotel (hotel owners scared by the rumors, do you
remember in France?)
Some cried of happiness during the meditations... answers to questions made some react
as soon as Islam was invoqued...the Apostasy act made some realize that they should first
read or reread the books...Gilles Artus made 6 transmissions. For everyone’s security, the
meeting was shortened around 4:30pm because the hotel manager was getting nervous
with the aggressive television crews waiting for us outside... (Yes, the same as in October
but in front this time). We then know that at least one journalist was infiltrated amongst
the newcomers and told the television...the police was coming...we ran away before giving
a chance to be filmed with the infiltrator...life is a movie... to be continued ;)

AMERIQUES
Au Brésil

The first Sunday of April saw
two new Raelians recognize our
fathers the Elohim: Emmanuel
and Izabella are around David,
the national guide on the photo.
We even saw a far away light
shining in the sky that we
couldn’t identify; was it a UFO
or an identifiable object?
Anyway, it was a wonderful
Sunday!
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New Nominations

Our Beloved Prophet has nominated Vida Ali,
a Raelian who is a professional in public
relations in Los Angeles, to take care of the
public relations of all English-speaking countries
: America, U.K., and Australia. Sylvie Chabot
remains in charge of all other countries.
He also nominated Cameron Hanly as the new
planetary responsible for the Internet. His new
mission is to redesign rael.org in collaboration
with Vida.

He also warmly thanked Marcus for his years of dedication to have
rael.org up and running in more than 32 languages despite the
attacks and overlaods J, a humongous task!!!
Congratulations, Marcus, for what you achieved - we owe you a lot!
Our best wishes to the new “Cameron and Vida” team. You have all
our support!!
Already Vida obtained precious results as she is negociating our Beloved Prophet’s
participation to one of the biggest shows in Los Angeles and in the country as well. She is
also involved in preparing a reality show. The producer of this show already attended a
seminar in Las vegas last year and is very enthusiastic. Rael met her last week in her
office in Hollywood, located in the heart of one of the most famous movie studio of
Hollywood, in order to prepare the shooting that will take place during Fall.
Vida is also in charge to find producers to do a super production of the Messages.
And.... our Beloved Prophet is meeting Hugh Hefner this Tuesday in the famous Playboy
mansion.... more in the next ContactJ

News and Views

Also on www.raelianews.org and www.pro rael.org

Brain and matter

Society catching up with the Elohim’s technology.
The books of the Prophet Rael have been telling us for more than 30 years about the
technologies that we will develop in less than a generation’s time. At the time of their
publication, they were considered to be science fiction and were laughed at by scientists.
One of the most attractive sciences described in His books was the capacity to use one’s
thoughts to direct matter…. As an example, He described His capacity to generate music
while wearing a helmet on the Elohim’s planet (see downloadable book).
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Last week, an article was published about bio-signal interfacing as a mode of interaction
with musical systems, developed by the Future Music Lab at the University of Plymouth,
England. One of the projects the team is working on is a "brain cap" that can
detect and recognize musical ideas in the minds of composers. Project leader
Eduardo Reck Miranda reported up to 99 percent accuracy in recognizing specific
electroencephalogram patterns for musical ideas! Although the musical ideas tested were
extremely simplistic, compared with the complexity of musical composition, the team has
demonstrated that the idea of interfacing the brain with computers for musical
applications is no longer a science fictional fantasy.
In the last week, several papers were issued on similar topics. The Japanese car maker
Toyota is working with Stanford University in the U.S. and Edinburgh-based company
Affective Media to create a car that can read your feelings.
Toyota has already unveiled a prototype of its Pod concept car, which has headlights that
change color to indicate happy, sad or angry moods, depending on how the driver inside is
feeling. A good way to limit road rage! The Prophet Rael, reading this news, suggested
that such a sensor should be added to the collar of our politicians to make sure they don’t
go on some kind of “rage”, or should we say “war”.
Also in the news this week was the story of a paralyzed man in the U.S. who became the
first person to benefit from a brain chip that reads his mind. The 25-year-old, was left
paralyzed from the neck down and confined to a wheelchair after a knife attack 4 years
ago. Thanks to the pioneering surgery performed at New England Sinai Hospital,
Massachusetts, last summer, he can now control everyday objects by thought alone. The
brain chip reads his mind and sends the thoughts to a computer to decipher. He can think
his TV on and off, change channels and alter the volume thanks to this implant and the
associated software.
In an article published on www.fastcompany.com/, Ray Kurzweil, famous for his positive
vision of the future declared: “My view is we will develop a non-biological component of
our thinking as we begin to introduce non-biological processes into our brains. We're in
the very early stages of that today. There are people walking around in New York who are
cyborgs. They have computers in their brains. For example, the FDA-approved implant for
Parkinson's disease. These are people whose portion of the brain was destroyed by this
disease. They have this implant. The implant actually does what those biological neurons
used to do. The neurons that are nearby are getting signals from the electronic device just
as they used to get signals from the biological neurons that were working. And they're
perfectly happy to get the signals from the electronic device. This hybrid of biological and
non-biological components works perfectly well. And in fact the latest generation of this
particular implant allows downloadable software from outside the patient. So you can
actually download a software upgrade from your neural implant from outside. This is a
very early stage -- and it requires surgery -- but ultimately we'll be sending nanobots,
which will have computational resources and communication. We'll send billions of them
through the capillaries of the brain. They'll be able to communicate wirelessly, noninvasively with our biological neurons. If you go out to 2030, say, and talk to a person of
biological origin, they're going to have a lot of non-biological processes running in their
brain. As you interact with them, you'll be interacting with someone who's a hybrid of nonContact 268
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biological and biological intelligence. We know that biological intelligence is pretty fixed in
its architecture. Today, we have approximately 10^26 calculations per second in the
humans species. 50 years from now, the power of our biological thinking will still be
10^26 power. It's not going to grow. Non-biological intelligence basically doubles every
year. The crossover point will be in 2020s. You get to the 2030s and 2040s, the nonbiological portion of our thinking is going to be millions of times more powerful than the
biological portion. So if you talk to a person of biological origin, the fast majority of their
interacting is going to be non-biological.”
It is so exciting to read everyday more evidence of what Rael announced 30 years ago.
Not only is it exciting because we Raelians have been expecting it, but it is also exciting as
we know that this science is the key to a better humanity, if combined with Love and
Consciousness.
If you want to read more of these scientific publications you may subscribe to RaelScience
( see rael.org link)

About Circumcision
From Maxime

In the immigration office, we see an immigration officer taking a newly-arrived African
family by the hand. He is informing them that they have been accepted as Canadian
Citizens.
Agent: Congratulations, you are now citizens of Canada, one of the most civilized country
in the world. Among the advantages of being Canadian is that the hospital costs for the
members of your family will be free. The parents are impressed and have tears in their
eyes.
3 months later, the mother shows up at the hospital with her daughter.
Mother: I would like to see a doctor.
Receptionist: Yes of course, may I know why?
Mother: we are here for the ablation of the clitoris of our daughter.
The receptionist faints under the shock of the barbarian request and the nurses come.
The chef nurse: What happened?
Mother: I don’t know, I simply told her that we wanted to meet with a doctor for the
ablation of the clitoris of our daughter
The nurse: What? But that is unacceptable; you are in a civilized country and we don’t do
such things here.
Mother: But I don’t understand. Last week, I came here with my boy to do his
circumcision; the same receptionist congratulated my son and gave him candies for his
courage.
Rael: Circumcision and the excision of the clitoris are barbaric traditions condemned by the
Raelian church.
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